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believe her. This way he will save himself from the
abuses from her father.

Abstract— This research paper deals with a typical situation
of stalking by a freak. He forges ahead to conquer a beautiful
Princess. He leaves behind no trace of evidence and cleverly
plants every move in such a way that he can’t be caught by the
hands of law. This article gives solution to the problem in the
last segment.

He is rich being a King. So he sends Buses whenever
she goes outside her house with posters as messages
for her. If he doesn’t like anything about her like her
education, he sends promotional posters on the
buses related to various streams that she can take
like Company Secretary, B.Com, etc.
5. Goods carrying trucks: When in anger, she says
something to someone or whenever she becomes
part of a major controversy that anticipates
punishment by law, he sends goods carrying trucks
whenever she goes out to tell her that she should run
away from house because she may get notice from
her enemies. He never directly tells her this because
of the fear of her father and because this relationship
will ruin his image since he has many followers
being a King.

Index Terms— Stalker, King, Princess, beautiful.

I. INTRODUCTION
This is the story of a beautiful girl whose beauty is of no
match. Her famed beauty gets the attention of the King of
Romance who soon becomes obsessed with her and severe
the relationship because of his neurotic behavior. It finally
tells the solution for the girl to come out of this mess and
emerge as a winner.

6. Sending Ambulances: After all this stalking, she
decides to leave him. Unable to face the rejection, he
wants to destroy her emotionally. So he indulges in
sexual activity to ease the pain. He has sex with her
close friends and relatives. Being King of Romance,
nobody refuses his sex offers. After that he sends
ambulances whenever she heads to her workplace to
show her that he still has the upper hand even after
being rejected from her.

II. STALKING
This is how the King stalks the beautiful Princess in the hope
that she will accept him one day and become his Queen. Here
is the list of incidents that the Princess went through:
1. Fire Crackers and Rockets: Whenever he feels that
she is ignoring him and when he wants her attention,
he lights fire crackers outside her house. Not only
that, he has purchased a house near her residence
and fires rockets in the sky at night daily. Being a
King he has no shortage of money. So he can easily
purchase a house without any trouble.

7. Advertisements on TV: To tell her how many times
he had sex with her friends or relatives, he shows ads
on TV. These ads contain numbers with initials of
her friend’s names to tell her he had sex with them
this many times. Not only on TV, he makes ads on
facebook, twitter and other sites she goes to on
internet like Yahoo to give her the exact figures and
digits.

2. Car Horns: He blows horns outside her house to give
a reaction to her routine activities. If he likes the
things that she does at home or at workplace, he
blows horn outside her house as a sign of
appreciation. But if he not only likes the activity that
she is doing but is ecstatic about it, he plays songs in
his car outside her house. Each horn has a meaning.
The length of the horn may vary depending upon his
feelings. Sympathy, sadness, happiness or
confusion, each has a separate horn length.

8. Mind Reading: He reads her mind to have a look at all
her fears so that he can realize them because she left
him. He gives a hint to her by firing rockets or
sending instantaneous prank messages on her
mobile whenever she thinks of something to tell her
that this is the fear that he will realize.

3. Prank Messages: To sustain the relationship, he sends
her Vodafone messages. If not Vodafone messages,
he sends her astrology Axis Bank or other prank
messages to appreciate her contribution in the
relationship.

9. Hacking and Tapping: He has hacked all her
electronic devices to be aware of all the activities
she does on the computer. He also taps her phone to
see who she talks to or contacts throughout the
course of the day. He executes extreme control
tactics even though it is illegal because of anxiety.
He thinks just one sided and considers her the only
solution of his excruciating pain.

4. Bus with Posters: He doesn’t directly talk to her
because her father doesn’t accept him because he
dislikes him. So he has his own means to
communicate with her in a way that even if she
complains to her father about him, her father won’t

10. Seeing through satellites: He delegates work to his
men and tells them to have a check on her through
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satellites to monitor all her daily activities to see
whether she is where she is supposed to be. He
wants to see who she meets or talks to. He wants to
know whether her relation with others is strictly
professional or not. This way he becomes neurotic
and becomes a psychopath. He still thinks his
bizarre behavior is completely normal and labels his
deadly obsession as true love.

should remain pure because people relate to her. He
thinks it is completely normal for him to have sex
everyday and questions her purity when she wants to
have it. He also tortures her by making arrangements
for his friends to have sex with all her exes.
18. Shayari: He writes poetry on her. He insults her
family members in his poetry. This is the only good
activity he does. He wants to make a good
impression on people and wants to show people how
devoted he is to the Princess but in fact he is just the
opposite. He is a fake and drama person whose
words and actions never match. He says that he
loves her but acts diametrically opposite.

11. Replicas of Partners: He used to work for 18 hours a
day. But after he discovered her, all he thinks about
is her. His direction of hard work which he did
professionally shifted to her. Whenever she goes
outside to have a ride on active to get some fresh air,
he sends the replicas of his exes to make her aware
about what they are doing behind her back. He
himself had sex with her ex 80 times to take revenge
from her because she rejected him.

19. When she achieves something, he distributes the
pamphlet of pizza hut, burgers and sends Pepsi
trucks to her to celebrate with him. He never pays
for anything and he thinks that he is being nice when
he is the last person she wants to see.

12. There were days when she gets completely fed up of
all the stalking and she runs away from her house to
protest on roads or to the parks nearby, he sends
some men to have sex with her to calm her down.
When she indulges in sexual activity in public, he
tapes it and blackmails her that he will ruin her
image.

20. He tampers the internet connection when it is most
needed. He removes pictures from her website and
slows down the internet connection at her workplace
leaving her frustrated and irritated. He does it on a
regular basis.

13. Not only this, when she confessed her desires for
other people, he immediately became insecure and
paid people on roads to abuse her. When she is angry
at him and abuses his family, he considers it his right
to abuse her back instead of taking her constructive
criticism seriously.

III. SOLUTION
1. If we think of something that makes us cry, we
obviously should do an activity that keeps us
involved. This way we will not entertain the
negative thoughts.

14. Whenever she goes to the gym and feels attraction
for other men and starts fantasizing them at night, he
considers it his duty to tell them about her feelings
so that when she goes the next day, it becomes
extremely awkward that she doesn’t know how to
deal with it. So she had to leave the gym. He also
pays men at the gym to stare at her to reassure her of
her beauty.

2. Inactivity is the best form of de-gripping. The best
way is to lie down. This way we can detach negative
thoughts easily.
3. We should take medications for tension and
depression and should not hesitate only because it is
embarrassing to share our feelings.
4. To avoid a mental breakdown, we must write our
thoughts down on a piece of paper and rationalize it.
Chat Sessions with experts also helps.

15. Finally after seeing all his efforts, she searched for
his number and called him to know what he wants
from her, he instead of attending her calls nicely
started abusing her because it would ruin his image
if his colleagues know about the relationship
because he is already married to someone else.

5. We must realize that we are all one of a kind and each
has his own set. Usually when we reach to the top at
something, we have no one to relate to because now
we have our own identity. We must realize that each
successful person has the same story and it doesn’t
mean that we are God. This way loneliness feeling
will go away.

16. He has no shame and no conscience. He sees her in
bathrooms to see if she is masturbating or not. He
thinks it is completely normal and attributes him
seeing her naked in bathrooms as husband wife
relation. Not only this, he sees her family members
naked in bathrooms through cameras and satellites
and says that he is a God and nothing can be hidden
from him.

6. Whenever we feel empty, we must invest in ourselves
and develop a hobby. We can also invest in
ourselves by exercising and going to the gym.
7. The best way to deal with such stalkers is to marry
someone superior to them. If he is a King, then
marry an Emperor. This way, you will emerge out as
a winner and they will lose from all directions.

17. He had sex with all his colleagues, her classmates,
exes and her relatives. He has sex with his wife
every month. When she asks him to have sex with
her, he comes up with an excuse and says that she
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